A new method to predict the consensus secondary structure of a set of unaligned RNA sequences.
To predict the consensus secondary structure, possibly including pseudoknots, of a set of RNA unaligned sequences. We have designed a method based on a new representation of any RNA secondary structure as a set of structural relationships between the helices of the structure. We refer to this representation as a structural pattern. In a first step, we use thermodynamic parameters to select, for each sequence, the best secondary structures according to energy minimization and we represent each of them using its corresponding structural pattern. In a second step, we search for the repeated structural patterns, i.e. the largest structural patterns that occur in at least one sequence, i.e. included in at least one of the structural patterns associated to each sequence. Thanks to an efficient encoding of structural patterns, this search comes down to identifying the largest repeated word suffixes in a dictionary. In a third step, we compute the plausibility of each repeated structural pattern by checking if it occurs more frequently in the studied sequences than in random RNA sequences. We then suppose that the consensus secondary structure corresponds to the repeated structural pattern that displays the highest plausibility. We present several experiments concerning tRNA, fragments of 16S rRNA and 10Sa RNA (including pseudoknots); in each of them, we found the putative consensus secondary structure.